Blushield Technology

The Most Advanced EMF Protection Available

Your Blushield Tesla Gold Portable provides state-of-the-art EMF protection, generating a multi-wave scalar
output (torsion field). This technology greatly assists you to maintain biological/cellular harmony, emotional
balance and mental clarity when exposed to the negative effects of harmful electromagnetic radiation from
cell phones, cordless phones, WiFi, smart meters, cell towers, computers, power lines, and electronics of all
kinds. The Blushield promotes greater emotional stability, reduction of biological and emotional stress
reactions, higher levels of alertness and productivity, increased energy levels, better mood, more sound sleep,
greater relaxation.
Simply turn the Blushield Portable on by pressing the button
downward until it stays down. You will notice a blue LED light
blinking intermittently; 3 seconds on, approximately 30 seconds
off. This precise pulse/pause cycle is an integral part of the
technology that makes Blushield so effective. To turn the unit off,
simply press the button again to release it. Blushield Portable
offers a state of the art, proprietary, microprocessor; durable
aircraft-grade aluminum alloy case with ABS end caps. The
Blushield provides 3 meters (10 feet) in each direction, spherical
diameter coverage of EMF protection (20 feet total).
Slip the Blushield into your pocket or handbag. Set the unit on
your desk while you are working on the computer. Place it under your pillow at night for deeper, more
regenerative sleep. Remember, the Blushield is designed to beneficially affect people, not equipment, so keep
the device in your pocket, handbag or close to your body for best results.
The Blushield is non-magnetic, safe to use with computers, no data will be erased from the computer or disks
that come into contact with the unit. The device does not emit electromagnetic fields, thus it does not generate
interference that might affect sensitive equipment, including pacemakers. Blushield complies with EMC
emission standards EN 50082-1:1992 and EN 50081-1, it meets EMC emission standards and may be used
safely inside the car and in airplanes. Use of the Blushield Portable, while traveling, will assist in reducing
fatigue, jet lag and potential sickness associated with air or auto travel.
An EMF meter or detector will not register nor indicate the actual neutralization or eradication of
electromagnetic fields from using the Blushield. This technology works at a subtle biological level, internal to
the cells and tissues of the body. The Blushield device does not remove or modify electromagnetic fields, so
once again, using an EMF meter will not indicate any change in environmental EMF.
Waveform and Frequencies
The waveforms generated by the microprocessor are engineered to be precise and effective, in total harmony
with the body. The body easily absorbs and utilizes the biologically compatible scalar information fields
generated by the Blushield. The Blushield does not use single frequencies such as Schumann Resonance
devices. Nor does it use Solfeggio Frequencies, as they are not effective in the long term. The Blushield uses
precise pulse/pause technology, pulsing on in a Fibonacci sequence for approximately 3 seconds and off for
approximately 30 seconds. In this way, the body does not build up an aversion or resistance to a constantly
pulsing signal as with other less effective devices. This pulse/pause cycle is part of what makes the Blushield
so effective.

Testimonials / Effectiveness
Even with a 14-day customer satisfaction guarantee, we rarely receive returns. People all over the world
report fewer headaches, less fatigue, better sleep, and many other benefits from using their Blushield
products. Some people can feel the device working, others cannot. The Blushield works effectively whether
you believe in what it is doing or not, or whether you can actually feel it or not. Rest assured, there are
definite psychological and physiological benefits from using the Blushield technology, even if one cannot
“feel” the device working.
Testing has been carried out on animals to verify there are no possible psychosomatic factors or any placebo
effect. PLEASE NOTE: After living and working in unnatural and toxic high EMF environments, some
people will experience a short detoxification period from using the Blushield, being positively influenced
by its more natural and biologically compatible frequencies. At times, customers think the Blushield is
making them “uncomfortable.” This is most often not the case. The device is helping the body come back
into a more nature balance and one is simply experiencing a short detoxification while the body is
acclimating to the beneficial influence of the Blushield. It is suggested to drink plenty of fresh water
during this short transition time.
Research
The genius of the Blushield technology is owed to a small group of scientists and engineers who have
dedicated over 25 years to make the Blushield what it is today. Blood tests have been carried out on
numerous occasions, along with urine tests and animal evaluations. All of which conclusively point to a
successful, effective and harmonious form of active EMF protection.
Battery Life and Performance - Long Life Lithium Manganese Dioxide Battery
The Blushield Portable boasts a Lithium Manganese Dioxide battery, rated at 2300mAH. Battery life is up to
12 months. Please note: Higher temperatures shorten battery life, so this estimate is only an indication of its
potential lifespan. We cannot control customer use of the product. Therefore we can only give an estimate of
battery life. Leaving your Blushield exposed to the hot sun or inside a car window for extended periods will
drastically shorten the life of your battery. Rough treatment such as dropping the unit may also cause battery
damage or render it useless.
Blushield Portable Lithium Battery Replacement
If the blue LED light does not flash at the moment you turn on your Blushield Portable, you will need to
replace the battery. Replacement batteries and instructions for replacement are available on our website. Use
a Torx #8 driver (available at any hardware store) to open your Blushield Portable to install a new battery
when necessary. All batteries use a plug connector system, which is easy to remove and install.
Guarantee & Returns
We offer a 14-Day Customer Satisfaction Guarantee. In addition, a 1-year guarantee against faulty product,
this excludes misuse, loss or neglect, battery life, inserting incorrect batteries or inserting batteries incorrectly.
All units have been tested and verified to be working properly before shipping.
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